Who we are
At EY, we bring extraordinary people, like you, together to build a better working world.
We’re change agents and cyber gurus. Performance improvers and problem solvers. Data scientists and growth
hackers. Risk managers and confidence builders. We're unicorn makers and bot builders. We’re 270,000 global
perspectives ready to welcome yours.
In Romania, we’ve been a leader on the professional services market since 1992. Our over 850 employees in
Romania and Moldova provide seamless assurance, tax, transactions, and advisory services to clients ranging from
multinationals to local companies.
Our mission is to grow businesses, achieve sustainable development and support our employees develop their skills
and abilities.

What you can do at EY
You can ask better questions to get better answers. You can inspire change and open doors. You can learn and lead.
You can be the best version of yourself by helping to build a better working world.
At EY, you’ll grow your skillset and expand your mindset. You’ll focus your intelligence and imagination on the most
crucial, complex issues facing business, government and society today. We’ll support you on the journey to becoming
your best professional self with inspiring and rewarding experiences.
Your time at EY is unique, shaped by your professional and personal goals, preferences and business needs.
Whatever direction you choose, you’ll gain exceptional experiences, lifelong and personalized learning and invaluable
coaching and mentoring.

Why work at EY?
Having coffee on the 22nd floor, right in the city center, surrounded by a great view and friendly colleagues, is one of
the few things that makes every morning at EY a wonderful experience.
Our values define our team and influence how we work together, as well as how we find the best solutions for our
clients. We want our employees to be excited and content about their daily tasks, to feel comfortable in our
organization and, most importantly, to further their careers, enhance their skillsets and accomplish their objectives.
We admire courage, dedication and openness and we always celebrate accomplishments together.
Because we know how important it is to be the best at what you do, we’ll support you by giving you the professional
certifications that will take you where you want to be.
Aside from a great view, free coffee and fresh fruit every morning, we also offer many other benefits:

Free certifications (ACCA, ACA), national & international trainings

Top notch counseling, mentorship

Most globally integrated knowledge system

EY Community: more than 15 tribes for shared hobbies

Extra vacation days when public holidays fall on a weekend

Medical coverage for you and your family

Bookster library at the office and plenty of discounts

